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President’s Column
Greetings everyone,
Wow, where did the year go! It
kinda seems like Summer just zipped
by! Someone said “John, that’s the
trouble with aging,” but I prefer to
blame it on the fact that we had an
interesting year. What was so
interesting about it, I haven’t a clue,
but it was none the less.
It also reminds me that wintertime
flying is just around the corner and I,
for one, plan to retire the old Aeronca
to its cosey little shed for the duration!
Yeah, I know it can be fun flying during
the cold season but at my age,
dressing up like the proverbial Michelin
man and trying to climb into the cockpit
of an Aeronca or Cub is almost
mission impossible. Especially when
you then realize you have to climb
back out of the aircraft to remove the
chocks! The inconvenience here is at
least you are using them! And, of
course the crowning glory is the
warmth in the cockpit as you’re
cruising around in 10-degree weather!
Ask any Cub or Aeronca pilot. So, I’ll
leave her in the hangar for the winter,
stay inside the house drinking a nice
cup of hot tea while watching the
swirling snow outside and reflecting on
places to fly to the following spring.
I ran across an interesting article in
the latest Air and Space magazine
(actually they all are interesting) about
the future of electric vehicles. Actually,
one of these prototype companies is
located not too far from where I was
raised in Upstate, NY. Trust me they
are getting a lot closer to reality and
may even be a reality during our
generation in some form or another. I
will admit that they might be a hard sell
for me as I kinda like my “think” time
slowly cruising down the road while
watching the scenery drift by. But, hey,
it’s “sorta” flying, isn’t it?
We’ll see you all in November at the
airport administration building in
th
Redfield on the 13 of November.
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Should be an interesting time of the
year as the weather can be somewhat
fickle so let’s hope for the best!
Take care and fly safe.
John Barney, SDPA President
“Promoting

General

Aviation

in

South Dakota – Serving all pilots,
mechanics, and aviation enthusiasts”
SDPA

SDPA Meeting – November 13
SDPA will hold a meeting at the
Redfield Airport (1D8), SD, in the
airport
terminal
on
Saturday,
November 13. 11:00am: presentation
by Jerry Krueger about his flying
experiences in the U.S. Navy flying
F4D Skyray and with Northwest
Airlines flying the 727, 707, and 747.
Noon: lunch pizza & pop ($5 per
person). 1:00pm: SDPA meeting
(cookies).
Contact Steve Hamilton at 605-6658448 or skyhawk43v@gmail.com
-----------------------Future meetings in 2022:
Feb 12: Pierre or Oacoma (Al’s
Oasis).
April 9: East River
June 11: Central
September 10: West River
November 12: Central
SDPA

New*, Rejoined, & Renewed
Members
Josh Appel, Redfield
Simon Appel, Redfield*
Terry Barber, Onida
Charles Beving, Garden City
Dan Booth, Timber Lake
Gary Bowar, Miranda
Tucker Bowar, Miranda
Bruce Bowen, Sturgis
Tim Clarke, Howard
Jerry Ellingson, Lake Preston
Alan “Tex” Goerger, Barney, ND
Don Hearnen, Conde
November-December 2021
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Weylin Huber, Aberdeen
Roger Hutchison, Sioux Falls
Wayne Jensen, Rapid City
Ron Keenihan, Sioux Falls
Phoebe Ann Kellar, Rapid City*
Roy Kimbell, Spearfish
Greg Klein, Watertown
Peter Larsen, Alcester
Marty Larson, Rapid City
Terry Liddick, Spearfish
James Logajan, Rapid City*
Allan Martens, Hartford LIFE
Tim McDermott, Newell
Joe Moen, Sioux Falls
Sean Natchke, Sturgis*
David Nauman, Pierre
Dan Nelson, Meadow
Jim Nelson, Spearfish
Dan Noteboom, Sioux Falls
Scott Olson, Mission Hill
Joe Plihal, Jr., Tyndall
Jenny Rasmussen, Howard
Mark Selting, Kadoka
John Seten, Sioux Falls
Brad Stiefvater, Salem
Joe Swenson, Sioux Falls
Lyle Swenson, Mitchell
Gary Telkamp, Rapid City
City of Wall* LIFE
Lloyd Weaver, Spearfish
Nicholas Weyrich, Rapid City
Wayne White, Scenic
Jay Winter, Huron
We have 393 members including
114 LifeTime members. The more
members, the stronger voice we carry
on aviation issues in South Dakota, the
Midwest, and the Nation. Send $20 to
SDPA, 307 West Blaine Avenue,
Gettysburg, SD 57442-1145, along
with mailing address and contact
information.
-------------------------South Dakota Pilots Association is exempt
from federal income taxes under Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
SDPA is a nonprofit charity; our federal tax
identification number is 80-0615983.
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Member & Guest Comments
Tom Barber (Aberdeen) wrote on his membership renewal,
“Mary, Thank you for all the past work. I have sold the
plane and no longer desire the newsletter.”
Gary Coe (Lead) wrote on his dad’s renewal, “Gail passed
away January 7, 2021 at 102 years. He was a pioneer pilot
as told in his Hall of Fame write up. Thank you, Gary Coe”
SDPA reply: Sorry to hear about Gail’s passing. He was a
strong supporter of General Aviation. He will be missed.
Weylin Huber (Aberdeen) wrote on his membership
renewal, “Thank you, really enjoy the newsletter. Use the
donation where needed.”
Roger Hutchison (Sioux Falls) wrote on his membership
renewal, “Hi Steve & Mary! Thank you so much for your
continued dedication & efforts in proacting our organization
with a great newsletter which I always look forward to
receiving.”
Wayne Jensen (Rapid City) wrote on his membership
renewal, “Looking forward to the Hall of Fame event at
Spearfish! Thanks for all you do!”
Marguerite Kaleda (Rapid City) emailed a request for the
FLY SD Airports Passport, and wrote, “I am a student pilot
gearing up for my checkride. I'd like to use the Fly South
Dakota program to build some hours when I receive my
PPL!” REPLY: SDPA mailed her a Passport and an
invitation to become a member.
Greg Klein (Watertown) wrote on his membership renewal,
“LATC loves SDPA (smile face). Thanks from the bottom
of my heart for all that you do.”
Peter Larsen (Alcester) wrote on his membership renewal,
“Thanks for all you do.”
Gary Telkamp (Rapid City) wrote on membership renewal,
“Good Job! Thanks.”
REPLY to all: Thanks for the comments – we’ll try to do our
best to keep the SDPA membership informed of aviation
news at the state, regional, and national levels.
SDPA
Thank You for Donations
We appreciate our members continuing to send in donations
for various scholarships with their membership dues or
separately. Scholarships are just one way the SDPA
promotes General Aviation in South Dakota. For those
donations marked “all,” we will spread the donation across all
the scholarships.
Josh Appel (Redfield) donated $50 to the SDPA Aviation
Maintenance Technology Scholarship at LATC,
th
Watertown. This donation was Josh’s 4 contribution.
Thank you Josh!
Terry Barber (Onida) donated $20 to the SD Aviation Art
th
Contest Sponsorship Fund. This donation was Terry’s 9
contribution. Thank you Terry!
Tim Clarke (Howard) donated $30 to the SDPA
th
Scholarships Fund.
This donation was Tim’s 7
contribution. Thank you Tim!
Weylin Huber (Aberdeen) donated $20 to the SDPA
nd
Scholarships Fund. This donation was Weylin’s 2
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contribution. Thank you Weylin!
Roger Hutchison (Sioux Falls) donated $50 to the SDPA
Aviation Maintenance Technology Scholarship at LATC,
th
Watertown. This donation was Roger’s 12 contribution.
Thank you Roger!
Wayne K. Jensen (Rapid City) donated $25 to the SDPA
Aviation Maintenance Technology Scholarship at LATC,
th
Watertown. This donation was Wayne’s 4 contribution.
Thank you Wayne!
Ron Keenihan (Sioux Falls) donated $100 to the SDPA
th
Scholarships Fund. This donation was Ron’s 10
contribution. Thank you Ron!
Roy Kimbell (Spearfish) donated $30 to the SDPA Aviation
Maintenance Technology Scholarship at LATC,
th
Watertown. This donation was Roy’s 4 contribution.
Thank you Roy!
Dean Kirkeby (Clark, LIFE) donated $20 to the SDPA
th
Scholarships Fund. This donation was Dean’s 11
contribution. Thank you Dean!
Greg Klein (Watertown) donated $20 to the SDPA Aviation
Maintenance Technology Scholarship at LATC,
th
Watertown. This donation was Greg’s 8 contribution.
Thank you Greg!
Peter Larsen (Alcester) donated $50 to the SDPA
th
Scholarships Fund. This donation was Peter’s 6
contribution. Thank you Peter!
James Logajan (Rapid City) donated $180 to the SDPA
st
Scholarships Fund. This donation was James’ 1
contribution. Thank you James!
Allan Martens (Hartford, LIFE) donated $25 to the BeckerHansen Memorial Scholarship Fund. This donation was
st
Allan’s 1 contribution. Thank you Allan!
Tim McDermott (Newell) donated $50 to the SDPA Aviation
Maintenance Technology Scholarship at LATC,
th
Watertown. This donation was Tim’s 4 contribution.
Thank you Tim!
Jim Nelson (Spearfish) donated $50 to the SDPA
th
Scholarships Fund. This donation was Jim’s 12
contribution. Thank you Jim!
Lyle Swenson (Mitchell) donated $30 to the SDPA
st
Scholarships Fund. This donation was Lyle’s 1
contribution. Thank you Lyle!
John Umiker (Spearfish, LIFE) donated $200 (split $100 to
the Becker-Hansen Memorial Scholarship Fund and $100
to the SDPA Aviation Maintenance Technology
Scholarship at LATC, Watertown). This donation was
nd
John’s 2 contribution. Thank you John! SDPA mailed
John a framed Certificate of Appreciation for Scholarship
Support in recognition of his generous contributions.
Jay Winter (Huron) donated $10 to the SDPA Scholarships
st
Fund. This donation was Jay’s 1 contribution. Thank you
Jay!
The SDPA provides ACE Camp scholarships ($1,000),
Becker-Hansen Memorial Scholarship ($2,000), SDPA
Aviation Maintenance Technology Scholarship at LATC
($2,000), and sponsors prizes for the SD Aviation Art
Contest ($250) – total of $5,250 in scholarships / prizes each
year. For those members donating a total of $200 or more,
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the SDPA sends a framed Certificate of Appreciation, and for
over $400 the SDPA sends an SDPA paperweight.
SDPA
SDPA Letters / Comments / Displays
The SDPA continues to actively track aviation issues at the
state, regional, and national levels and promotes General
Aviation. Here is a summary of the various activities.
Aug 19: SDPA (Steve Hamilton) participated in the SD
Aeronautics Commission conference call meeting.
Aug 29: Showed SDPA tabletop display with sample
newsletters and leaflets at Vermillion Airport breakfast
(7:30AM to noon).
Sep 7: SDPA received a letter for Representative Dusty
Johnson, acknowledging the SDPA letter (dated August
19) encouraging him to support the Certainty for General
Aviation Pilots Act of 2021 (H.R.4645). Johnson’s letter in
part read, “Like you, I am opposed to bureaucratic red
tape, and will be sure to keep you comments in mind
should this bill be brought before the House.”
Sep 16: Alex Reinke from Senator Thune’s Washington, DC,
office called Steve Hamilton to acknowledge they received
SDPA’s email (dated August 16) encouraging him to
support the Certainty for General Aviation Pilots Act of
2021 (S.2458). Alex stated that he would convey our
support of S.2458 to Senator Thune. He also said that the
office had been contacted by about 15 people concerning
S.2458.
Sep 16: SDPA (Steve Hamilton) participated in the SD
Aeronautics Commission conference call meeting.
Sep 19: Showed SDPA tabletop display with sample
newsletters and leaflets at Chan Gurney Airport breakfast
(8:00AM to noon).
October 21: SDPA (Steve Hamilton) participated in the SD
Aeronautics Commission conference call meeting.
SDPA

New Pilot
Jared Schlotte (Webster) passed his checkride on April 23,
2021, in a Cessna 152 at Watertown with DPE Tony
Hentges. Congratulations Jared on earning your private pilot
certificate! Jared under took flight training in the Fixed Wing
Pilot Training Program at Lake Area Technical College in
Watertown starting in August 2020. He was inspired to earn
pilot certificate due to the combination of his love of travel
and seeing new things and his interest in airplanes. His first
flight was with Greg Klein in a J-3 Cub on August 18.
Jared’s primary CFI was Aaron Weeldreyer, and he soloed
on December 1, 2020. He continued on in June with
Weeldreyer flying almost daily in a Beech Sundowner to earn
his instrument rating. Jared is currently working on his
commercial pilot certificate with instructor Carter Gilk in a
Cessna 172. His future goals are to earn an instructor rating
and graduate in May 2022, after which he will instruct to gain
flight hours. During his training he has flown in a Cessna
150, 152, 172, and two motorgliders. His goal is to fly cargo
for a regional air carrier and ultimately for UPS. Good luck
Jared on your future aviation endeavors.
---------------------------------SDPA News

ATTENTION SDPA MEMEBERS: The SDPA is promoting
General Aviation and camaraderie among pilots, mechanics,
and aviation enthusiasts in South Dakota by giving a oneyear FREE membership to NEW PILOTS who have passed
their checkride and are residents in SD (started in 2008).
SDPA is giving a one-year FREE membership to NEW
MECHANICS who have passed their practical test for the
A&P (airframe & powerplant) (started in 2016). All the new
pilot or new mechanic has to do is complete a membership
application and mail it to SDPA, 307 West Blaine Avenue,
Gettysburg, SD 57442-1145. If you know of a new pilot or
new mechanic who is a resident of SD (regardless of
where they took their checkride or practical test), please let
us know, and we will mail them an application (contact
Steve Hamilton at 605-665-8448 or email at
skyhawk43v@gmail.com).
SDPA
What’s New at https://sdpilots.com
We updated our new website on October 29.
Here are the updates:
Join page: Added three Lifetime Members.
GA Promotion page: Added 12 items to the section on
Letters, Alerts, Calls, Meetings, etc.
Scholarships page: Added
new
scholarship
information
for
the
Becker-Hansen Memorial
Scholarship and the
SDPA
Aviation
Maintenance Technology
Scholarship.
SD Aviation Art Contest
page: Added information
about the 2022 SD Aviation Art Contest.
SD Aviation Hall of Fame page: Added new contact
information for President Ted Miller.
FLY SD Airports Passport page: Added new recipients for
the Bronze and Silver Awards.
ACE Camp page: Added comment to winners list.
Masters page: Added two new Wright Brothers Master
Pilots.
** If you notice a problem with the website, please let us
know so we can get it fixed right away. We are gathering
information for the next website update. If you become
aware of missing information, erroneous, or outdated
information on the SDPA website, contact Steve Hamilton at
605-665-8448 or skyhawk43v@gmail.com
SDPA
Facebook “SD Pilots Association”
Thank you Mike Beason for keeping the Facebook “SD
Pilots Association” page active.
Mike emailed on September 12, “Steve, an update on our
page: The page has 597 followers. The average post since
8-26 has reached 269 people. The highest post reached 363
people. Lowest reached 153 (yesterday's post about
canceled Hall of Fame banquet). Feel free to put this info in
the newsletter to advertise that we have a page.”
SDPA
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SDPA Meeting September 11
The SDPA held a meeting on Saturday, September 11, in the
Wall Airport (6V4) terminal. As we drove on to the airport,
there were six taildraggers parked -- no doubt part of the
Black Hills Fly-in at Hot Springs – probably having breakfast
at Wall Drug.
Thank you Carolynn Anderson, Wall City Finance
Officer, who had two tables and 15 chairs placed in the SRE
building/GA terminal for our meeting. In the terminal were (1)
airport operating license, (2) Airport Lighting Award from the
SD Aeronautics Commission for a perfect score on annual
lighting inspection in 1996 (dated 2/28/97), (3) School to
Work award in appreciation to Dave Hahn 2002-2003 from
the Wall School District (dated May 14, 2003), and (4) David
“Dave” L. Hahn obituary (died July 18, 2018, at age 78).
Dave Hahn was a driving force for the airport and the City of
Wall.
Chuck Tremble (Pierre) flew in in his recently acquired
Cardinal, and Jerry & Mary Miller (Garrison, ND) flew in in
their Comanche (Sunny Stephens signed their FLY SD
Airports Passport ). Everyone else drove in for the meeting:
John Barney (Brookings), Sunny Stephens (Rapid City),
Dwayne LaFave (De Smet/Black Hills), Harvey Spieker
(Clark), Marsha Sumpter (Kadoka), Mike Beason (Rapid
City), Don & Maureen Alesi (Lead), and Steve Hamilton
(Yankton). Twelve people for the presentation and meeting.
At 11:00AM pilots Don & Maureen
Alesi gave a presentation about
their experiences flying their
Cessna 140 around the U.S. to
participate in meetings of the
International 120-140 Association.
Their first flight was from Poplar
Grove Airport (C77), IL, near
Rockford to Tennessee. They have
done over 20 flights from C77 in their 140 to California,
Maine, Florida, Louisiana, and many other states.
Their presentation was titled “Flying “Lil” Gremlin” (or How
to Fly Cross Country in a Small Plane). Don acknowledged
that Maureen had more flight time than he had, plus she
liked aerobatics but he didn’t, and she has 0.8 hour of jet
time. After Don earned his private pilot certificate, Maureen
only flew their Cessna 140 from the right seat. Whoever was
the “Pilot Flying,” the other one handled communications.
Their tag team hour-long presentation was very
entertaining and educational. It covered planning the trip;
being ready for the unexpected; airplane ready; pack tiedowns; insurance update to date; nav equipment current; are
your skills ready; packing (somewhere between a “brick” and
a “feather” for weight); pick clothes for the worst weather
(wear long pants and glasses for protection inside the plane);
looking at weather close and far, fuel & preflight the day
before (drink a couple of coffee in the morning – bladder
time is shorter that fuel time); enjoy the trip; be careful what
you eat / pack healthy snacks; [lots of humorous stories
during the presentation]; early morning is the best time to fly;
get use to midday bumps if you want to fly very far; how long
should you fly (stop every 2.5 hours); Special VFR is your
friend; where do we stop at the end of the day; can we get a
SDPA News

motel and how do we get there (courtesy car); tip generously
the line guys, secure the plane – critters do crawl inside; you
made it (arrange for service before going to the hotel; keep
an eye on the weather and be flexible; enjoy your stay (see it
from the air); planning you trip home (“As long as everything
is exactly the way I planned , , , , , I’m totally flexible”); flying
home (don’t be in a hurry & allow an extra day or two for
weather -- they left their plane a time or two); you made it
home – share your stories. A very entertaining presentation.
Time for lunch: your choice of a Dairy Queen Meal Deal -included hamburger or cheeseburger or hotdog, fries, drink,
and sundae (chocolate, carmel or strawberry) for $6.00.
The SDPA meeting was called to order by President John
Barney at 12:45PM. He noted a quorum of officers were
present. Steve passed around three containers of minicookies: chocolate chip; macadamia nut, and oatmeal
raisin.
Moved by Marsha Sumpter, seconded by Dwayne LaFave,
to accept the minutes for the SDPA meeting held on June 12
at Hot Springs as reported in the SDPA newsletter for JulyAugust. Vote: all aye, none nay.
Steve Hamilton gave the treasurer’s report in the absence
of Mary Carol Potts: balance & reserve on hand September
9, 2021: $52,641.64; total expenses $2,556.64 as of
September 9; total income $3,402.00 as of September 9;
reserve for LifeTime Membership $22,940.00 as of
September 9; reserve for donations for scholarships
$11,897.94 as of September 9; balance on hand as of
September 9 (minus reserves for LifeTime Membership and
reserve for scholarships) $18,649.06; balance & reserves
$53,487.00 as of September 9. Moved by Mike Beason,
seconded by Chuck Tremble, to accept the report. Vote: all
aye, none nay.
Barney called for District reports.
District 1: Bob Burke emailed on September 9, “I will not
be in attendance due to family obligation.”
District 2: Harvey Spieker reported that Clark Airport is
officially still closed for the runway reconstruction. The
asphalt work is done.
There are a few hangars
available for rent at
Watertown. He reported
that his grandson Neal
was doing flight training
at ATY Aviation, Inc in
Watertown.
District 3: Dwayne
LaFave said he had
spent most of his time
this summer in the Hills
and was not aware of
happenings
in
his
district. John Barney
said that the Flandreau
Airport was quiet.
District 4: George
Bittner was AWOL
(away without leave).
District 5: Marsha
Sumpter reported that
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29 airplanes flew into Kadoka Airport on September 9 for
breakfast as a “Fly out” as part of the Black Hills Fly-in being
held at Hot Springs. Some planes taxied on to the adjacent
golf course due to the crowded conditions.
District 6: Sunny Stephens talked about the Guinness
Record for the first airplane takeoff from inside a tunnel and
the longest flight through a tunnel. Italian pilot Dario Costa
took off in the early hours of September 4 in his Zivko Edge
540 V2, modified with a Formula One seat, weight
reductions, and a human-made drag-reducing "sharkskin."
The flight covered two consecutive passages in the Çatalca
Tunnels, part of the Northern Marmara Highway outside of
Istanbul, Turkey.
District 7: Jerry Densmore was absent due to him giving a
safety presentation at Black Hills Aero on the Spearfish
Airport.
Steve reported that three nominees for the BeckerHansen Memorial Scholarship had been received. The
applications and letters of recommendation had been
distributed to the SDPA officers for their ranking of the
candidates. All but one SDPA officer had ranked the
candidates. Once the rankings are complete, the candidates
will be notified.
Steve reported that the SD Aviation Hall of Fame
ceremony set for September 11 at Black Hills Aero on
Spearfish Airport had been canceled. The afternoon lunch,
safety seminar, and Wright Brothers Master Pilot Award
were proceeding as planned at the Spearfish Airport on
September 11.
John Barney had contacted staff in the SDSU Aviation
Program about the ACE Camp and learned that the Camp
would be held in 2022. The Camps planned in 2020 and
2021 were canceled due to COVID concerns.
The next SDPA meeting would be on November 13 in
Redfield at the airport. Mark your calendars.
Mike Beason reported on the activities of the SD Civil Air
Patrol. He said that the CAP had participated in a NORAD
study of the effects of wind towers on radar imagery of low
flying aircraft in Minnesota. The CAP had also flown seven
low-level training routes in SD looking for new hazards to
avoid such as towers and feedlots. Mike personally flew one
route over 3 days from near Philip to North Platte, NE,
totaling 18 hours of flight, and he found no new towers, but
did find two new feedlots.
Mike noted that about half the CAP planes based in SD
are down for maintenance.
Mike said that the National CAP was big into drones and
that 15,000 photos taken of recent Louisiana flooding were
being analyzed for FEMA.
SD CAP has 11 drones, and Mike recently completed 3
weeks of drone training this summer. He is the “drone guy”
in the SD CAP.
Chuck Tremble reported that he recently completed three
Angel Flights from Huron to Sioux Falls. Angel Flight
Central arranges charitable long-distance flights for health
care and other humanitarian purposes throughout the upper
Midwest territory including Kansas, Missouri, Iowa,
Nebraska, Illinois, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Indiana, South
Dakota, and North Dakota. To qualify for an Angel Flight
Central flight, you must have a financial need for assistance
SDPA News

and be able to fly in a non-pressurized small aircraft.
The meeting adjourned at about 1:45PM
------------------------------------Mary Miller emailed Sunny Stephens after the meeting in
Wall, “Hi Sunny, Thank you so much for lunch today. We just
really had such a nice time at the meeting. Loved the
presentation and the folks we met there at the meeting. What
a nice bunch! Perhaps we'll be able to make it to another
[SDPA meeting]. The meeting in Pierre sounded pretty
good. So, who knows?????? Good to see you again.” SDPA
District 6 Report by Sunny Stephens
A Rapid City Regional Airport Master Plan – Alternatives
meeting was held at the Rushmore Plaza Holiday Inn from 6
to 7:00pm on October 20. When I arrived at the hotel, their
room schedule board said that the Airport Planning meeting
was being held from 4:00 pm until 9:00pm in a conference
room. So I thought I had missed the first 2 hours of the
meeting, even though the newspaper had said it was from
6:00 to 7:00. Well, I went to the room anyway and people
were signing in and getting a beverage, using hand sanitizer,
and picking up a free pen. Everything according to a proper
seminar I guess.
The first thing I did was introduce myself to Patrick Dame,
the airport manager, since I have only met him via phone
conversations. So I shook hands and then proceeded to tell
him that first, the hotel schedule board was inaccurate, and
second, the newspaper article only came out the day of the
meeting so people who read their paper after the work day,
probably missed seeing it. Hey, I don’t mince words when I
wonder about communication protocol and reasons for lack
of such.
Patrick introduced the planning engineer from KLJ who
gave the presentation. Since I took my normal church seat
position in the last row with a friend, I barely heard his name,
but think it was Mr. Kent Penney.
The speaker went through a slide presentation explaining
how several options were presented to the airport board and
were narrowed down to the best, most feasible choices in
each of the different phases of the construction.
One thing I found interesting was the heat map that
showed varying soil movement to the east of the main
runway where there would be need for up or down fill in the
area chosen for the NEW runway. Everything has to be at
2500 feet and needs to be done all at once for the entire
length of the new runway site. Once completed, the present
runway 14-32 will become an enhanced taxiway. It is
impractical to close runway 14-32 during the proposed
construction period of 6 years; and extending the crosswind
runway for use during construction would still involve a
logistical nightmare. So a new and improved runway will be
built 550 feet east of the present runway 14-32 at a length of
8,700 feet with precision instrument approach procedures at
both ends.
The board first looked at a 50-year plan but kept it to 20
years. Perhaps everyone thought of their own age and well,
you do the math!
The Air Traffic Control Tower is somewhat shadowed by
the large buildings of the National Guard and U.S. Forest
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Service and some space will have to be maintained in the
development, especially in the cargo apron with hangar
potential.
As an aside, Mr. Dame remarked that the U.S. Forest
Service could potentially move their complex to Cheyenne,
WY, if the facility is not improved, which would be a great
loss to the Black Hills. FAA will not fund this improvement!
Another upgrade needed is the mop-up capability from deicing airplanes. There evidently is talk of an automated, more
efficient procedure to be considered.
The attendees numbered about 30 at my count from my
estimation in the back. However when Mr. Dame introduced
his staff, including maintenance individuals and board
president, about 5 of those present were directly involved
with airport operation. A sheet was provided for questions to
be submitted for further discussion with Engineers; strangely
enough I didn’t see any put into the basket when I left. One
gentleman asked if this plan would affect Rapid City
taxes. When that was answered in the negative, I think the
biggest question of the evening was sufficiently addressed!!!
SDPA

District 7 Report by Jerry Densmore
Well fall has come to District 7, some areas received some
good moisture from the snow earlier in October, other areas
rd
received some rain. The October 3 fly-in at the Sky Ranch
airport, SD33, was a success with 28 aircraft from the
surrounding area and states.
For the airport news, I was in contact with some of the
folks at the airports, they all report that they are getting ready
for the winter season. Bison Airport had no major
maintenance, however they are having fuel pump issues
caused by an electrical spike. Sometimes the pump turns on,
other times it trips off. They are working to get it resolved.
Buffalo Airport completed their crack sealing and is
ready to face the winter.
Faith Airport has completed their taxiway project and is
getting ready for winter.
Lemmon Airport has completed their resection project;
however, they are also having some issues with their fuel
pumping system.
Cheyenne Eagle Butte Airport is researching funding to
redo the runway as it is falling apart, and they are concerned
that the airport could be closed if things aren’t fixed. I was
told it needs to be completely redone. They want to widen
the runway and increase the size of the turnarounds on the
runway ends. Investigation is ongoing into FAA and Tribal
funding. I mentioned to them about seeking help from the
state and the impression I got was they would like any help
they can get in perusing funding sources.
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) put out a
mask directive last January requiring that masks be worn on
all airport properties whether alone in a hangar or in a
terminal. That directive has been extended twice so I sent a
couple of emails, in July, to elected officials in Washington
inquiring into the absolute necessity of wearing masks in low
population areas of airfields. I also sent an email to AOPA
asking if they had inquired of DHS based on the revised
mask guidance from the CDC. And they sent me a copy of
SDPA News

what I already had.
Oddly enough I flew commercial to St. Louis, Missouri, via
Minneapolis (MSP) last week, 7 hours in a mask both ways
(one should shave before spending that much time in a
mask), and I received one email back, during the trip, from a
staffer who told me they had no control over DHS, and I
needed to contact them for an answer (I thought that is what
our elected officials were supposed to help with). I haven’t
heard from the other email sent to a senate office. I guess
we’ll have to wait to see what the future brings.
It’s coming onto winter, so check the weather and fly safe.
SDPA

October is GA Appreciation Month
(“Connecting the DOTs,” September newsletter of the SD
DOT)
Executive Proclamation
Office of the Governor, State of South Dakota
WHEREAS, general aviation and community airports play a
critical role in the lives of our citizens; and
WHEREAS, according to the South Dakota State Aviation
System Plan 2020, general aviation in South Dakota
contributes over $907 million to the state’s total economic
output; and
WHEREAS, according to South Dakota Office of
Aeronautics, South Dakota has 68 public-use airports,
which serve 2,578 pilots and 1,991 registered aircraft; and
WHEREAS, according to the South Dakota State Aviation
System Plan 2020, general aviation supports over 8,800
jobs in South Dakota, resulting in $363 million of labor
income; and
WHEREAS, general aviation not only supports South
Dakota’s economy, it improves overall quality of life by
supporting emergency medical and healthcare services,
law enforcement, firefighting and disaster relief,
investments in sustainable fuels and emerging
technologies; and
WHEREAS, general aviation has been deeply impacted by
the COVID-19 pandemic, causing an impact on
operations, jobs, and dependent industries, sectors, and
communities; and
WHEREAS, general aviation stands to be at the forefront of
the overall economic recovery; and
WHEREAS, leaders should invest in this critical
infrastructure to ensure future economic growth and the
success of our next generation of aviation professionals
and pilots.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, KRISTI NOEM, Governor of the
State of South Dakota, do hereby proclaim October 2021,
as
GENERAL AVIATION APPRECIATION MONTH
in South Dakota.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,I have hereunto set my hand and
caused to be affixed the Great Seal of the State of South
Dakota, in Pierre, the Capital City, this seventh day of
September in the Year of Our Lord, Two Thousand and
Twenty-One.
Kristi Noem, Governor of South Dakota
Steven J. Barnett, Secretary of State
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------------------------------Editor note: Jack Dokken, Program Manager for the
Office of Air, Rail & Transit, worked with staff at the
Alliance for Aviation Across America on preparing the
proclamation.
SDPA
2022 SD Aviation Art Contest
The SD Office of Air, Rail & Transit and South Dakota Pilots
Association (SDPA) are co-sponsoring the 2022 SD Aviation
Art Contest for children aged 6 to 17 in South Dakota with
the theme of “Design Your Perfect Aircraft.” The 2022
National Aviation Art Contest is managed by the National
Association of State Aviation Officials in partnership with the
National Aeronautics Association. The Federation
Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) sponsors the international
phase of the aviation art contest.
Soooooo, tell your kids, your grandkids, your neighbor kids,
and school teachers!! More information about the contest can
be found at the SD Office of Air, Rail & Transit website:
https://dot.sd.gov/transportation/aviation/aerospace-education
This website also has images of the top three South Dakota
winners in each age category for the past year. Artwork of
winners will be published in the SDPA News in March 2022.
The top three winners in each of three age categories in the
aviation art contest receive special certificates and prizes.
State level winners will be submitted to the national level
competition, and national level winners will compete at the
international level.
Theme: The theme of the 2021 Aviation Art Contest
is “Design Your Perfect Aircraft”
Have you ever drawn a picture of an airplane, helicopter, or
hot air balloon and added some extra details? Maybe, you
started drawing a glider and ended up with a super-powered
jet that could take you, your favorite pet, and your friends into
space. Maybe you
mixed and matched,
combining the best
features of different
types of aircraft to
create
something
unique. Every great
aviation idea starts in
the imagination of a
person who wants to
see something new in the sky. Drawing from aviation’s past,
these visionaries create aviation’s future.
Today’s aircraft are the work of hundreds, sometimes
thousands, of people who turn ideas into aircraft that fly.
Engineers put ideas onto paper. Manufacturers turn those
drawings into real-life parts that get put together and become
today’s balloons, gliders, aerobatic planes, microlights, and
helicopters. Each new version is improved for safety,
aerodynamics, fuel efficiency, or a thousand other major and
minor changes that put smiles on the faces of pilots and
passengers alike.
What is your perfect aircraft? What would power it through
the sky? Would it be big or small? What special features would
make pilots and passengers excited to be in the air? Every
craft you see in the sky today started with similar questions.
SDPA News

Each idea has the chance to change the way gliders soar,
helicopters hover, and aerobatic racers twist and swoop
through the sky. You might have an idea to change the way
hang-gliders look as they sail through the air or improve the
controls of today’s modern cockpits.
If you have ever looked up into the sky and thought,
wouldn’t it be great if…this art challenge is for you! Let your
imagination soar and create a work of art that fits the theme,
“Design your perfect aircraft.” Grab your favorite pens, paints,
or crayons and share your vision of the perfect aircraft. Your
art today might become an inspiration for tomorrow’s aviation
reality.
Contest Information
This Year’s Deadline: Entries must be postmarked by
Monday, January 10, 2022, and must be sent to the SD Office
of Air, Rail & Transit, 700 East Broadway Avenue, Pierre, SD
57501-2586.
This Year’s Theme: This year’s theme is “Design Your
Perfect Aircraft.” Artwork is judged, at least in part, for its
creative use of this year’s theme in relation to the aviation
world.
Eligibility: All children in the age groups shown below are
encouraged to participate in the contest, even if they are
related to officials or employees of the FAI or any of its
member organizations including the SD Office of Air, Rail &
Transit. Participation in the SD Aviation Art Contest is limited
to residents of South Dakota.
Age Groups: Entries will be judged in three classes:
Group I – Junior Category: Born between January 1, 2012
and December 31, 2015.
Group II – Intermediate Category: Born between January 1,
2008 and December 31, 2011.
Group III – Senior Category: Born between January 1, 2004
and December 31, 2007.
Details about State Awards, National Awards, International
Awards, Artwork Dimensions, Medium, Markings, and
Reproduction Rights can be found in the contest brochure.
About ~1000 copies of the Aviation Art Contest brochure
and cover letter from the SD Office of Air, Rail & Transit were
mailed on October 8 to schools throughout SD. For more
information and a copy of the official brochure containing the
Certificate of Authenticity, contact Earl Holben at the SD Office
of Air, Rail & Transit, Pierre, SD (605-773-4430 or
earl.holben@state.sd.us).
SDPA
SDPA Aviation Maintenance Technology Scholarship
No SDPA Aviation Maintenance Technology Scholarship was
awarded in 2022. Steve Hamilton inquired about the
scholarship in August 2021 and got the following reply from
Tracy Hlavacek, Executive Director of the Lake Area
Technical College Foundation: “We apologize as we did not
have any of our [aviation] maintenance students apply for
scholarships this past round. We do have this happen from
time to time…”
Steve Hamilton talked with Greg Klein, Aviation
Maintenance Technology Department Supervisor, on
September 19, and Greg assured Steve that he would
encourage students to apply for the scholarship next time.
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Becker-Hansen Memorial Scholarship – 2021

FLY SD Airports Passport

The officers of the SDPA reviewed three applications for the
Becker-Hansen Memorial Scholarship and have selected
Phoebe Ann Kellar of Rapid City to receive the scholarship
in 2021. Kellar was recommended by SDPA member Craig
Goodrich of Rapid City. Here is Kellar’s letter.
Dear South Dakota Pilots Association,
I am applying for the Becker-Hansen Memorial Scholarship.
My name is Phoebe Kellar I am 16 years old, currently I am a
student at Central high school in Rapid City South Dakota. I
believe I am qualified for the Becker-Hansen Memorial
Scholarship because I've been actively working towards
getting my pilots license since 2018. Earning my pilots
license has been my goal since 2018 and I haven't given up
on that goal. I have been doing anything and everything I can
to achieve my goal including applying for this scholarship.
Just like everything else in my life I have been giving it my
best effort to achieve my goal.
In 2018, my life changed forever, I received a scholarship
from my school to go to Air Camp in Dayton Ohio, where I
had amazing opportunities to expand my knowledge of
aviation by learning about aviation history and training on
flight simulators at Ohio State University. I also trained with
some of the pilots at their local airport, learn about how an
engine of a plane works, and learned about some careers in
aviation and, most importantly, it helped me find a great
passion of mine and realize that I want to pursue becoming a
pilot. After attending air camp all I have wanted to do was
become a pilot, and ever since then I have been joining
organizations and applying for scholarships to help me
obtain my pilot's license.
One aviation organization I am apart of is the Civil Air
Patrol program. The Civil Air Patrol has given me many great
experiences in aviation such as attending air shows, going
on orientation rides, training on flight simulators and
participating in multiple classes on aerospace education.
Another opportunity I received from the Civil Air Patrol
program was to attend a National Flight Academy, but
unfortunately that was canceled due to COVID-19 virus.
Another aviation organization I am working on joining is the
Young Eagles program. Every chance I get to go up and fly
in an airplane I take, even if I am not in that cockpit, I will still
go up to try to learn something new. Once I get my pilots
license and finish my schooling, I plan on becoming an air
medical pilot. I want to become an air medical pilot to use my
passion of aviation to help and give back to my community.
Once I have finished my schooling, I also plan on staying in
the Civil Air Patrol program so I can help young adults find a
passion of aviation and help train the next generation of
pilots.
Sincerely, Phoebe Ann Kellar
--------------------------------After learning about receiving the scholarship, Phoebe Ann
wrote the following: Thank you so much for the great
opportunity. I’m really looking forward to spending this next
year as a member of the South Dakota Pilots Association,
and spending lots of time up in the sky.
Thanks, Phoebe Ann Kellar
SDPA

Congratulations to Greg Malkowsky of Oshkosh, WI, on
earning the Bronze and Silver Awards in the FLY South
Dakota Airports! Passport program. Greg submitted his
passport on September 21, along with certificates of
completion of four safety seminars.
Greg
flew his
Cherokee 140 to 48
airports May 2021:
Arlington,
Belle
Fourche,
Bison,
Brookings, Buffalo,
Canton, Chamberlain,
Corsica,
Custer
County, Custer State
Park,
DeSmet,
Edgemont,
Faith,
Flandreau, Gregory,
Hot Springs, Howard, Kadoka, Kimball, Lake Andes,
Lemmon, Madison, Martin, McLaughlin, Rosebud, Mitchell,
Murdo, N. Sioux City, Parkston, Philip, Pine Ridge, Platte,
Presho, Rapid City, Sioux Falls,. Sisseton, Spearfish,
Springfield, Sturgis, Tea, Vermillion, Wagner, Wall,
Wessington Springs, White River, Winner, Yankton, and
Lake Cochrane.
Greg visited three museums with aviation displays in May
2021: SD Air & Space Museum (Box Elder), Minuteman
Missile National Historical Site (Philip), and The Journey
Museum (Rapid City).
Greg participated in four safety seminars / webinars: (1)
FAA Safety Team Aviation Learning Center Online Course
“Non-Towered Airport Operations Part 1 of 2,” competed
February 24, 2021, (2) FAA Webinar “Pro-Tips for Pilots
Stabilized Approaches,” completed April 14, 2021, (3) EAA
Webinar “Flying Safe With BasicMed,” completed April 28,
2021, and (4) FAA Webinar “Pro-Tips for Pilots What About
That Pilot Deviation,” completed May 14, 2021.
The SDPA sent Greg a letter of congratulations, a “I Flew
South Dakota Airports” patch, “20 Airports” chevron, and a
“40 Airports” chevron. Greg selected for his prize for the
Bronze level a tote bag with “I Flew SD Airports” and “SDPA”
logos, and for his Silver Level the book “South Dakota’s First
Century of Flight” book by Norma Kraemer.
Greg has 22 airports left to visit and one museum to visit
in order to earn the Gold Award. Good luck Greg on earning
the Gold Level Award.
SDPA

SDPA News
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Spearfish Aviation Events by Nick Weyrich

Cordell Fly-in by Jerry Densmore

The South Dakota Aviation Hall of Fame event was
scheduled for September 11 at Black Hills Aero on Black
Hills Airport-Clyde Ice Field, Spearfish, but was CANCELED.
The other scheduled activities planned for September 11
were carried on.
The event started with a Young Eagles Rally from
11:00AM to noon where kids aged 8 to 17 years old were
given a free airplane ride.
The Young Eagle event was
slow to start, but picked up and 17
rides were given to Young Eagles
in Darrel Sauder's Citabria and
Rob Burton's Cessna 182.
Paperwork handlers for the event
were Dale Freeman and Jerry
Peterson. The kids were very
excited to fly, and the whole crew
of pilots and paperwork handlers were greatly appreciated.
We also wanted to thank Terry Olsen for supplying the
bounce house that was a popular attraction for Young Eagles
waiting for their ride.
Lunch was provided by WeyKo Aviation Group. WeyKo is
a group that Ryan Koch, Taylor Weyrich, and Nick
Weyrich started to get all of our aircraft under an LLC. Our
future goal is to use these aircraft to earn our CFIs and to
instruct in the Black Hills and rent the aircraft to student
pilots and others. We own a Cessna 150, Aerobat, Cessna
182, and Piper Cherokee PA28-140.
The Wright Brothers Master Pilot Award was presented
to Jess Bauer of Revillo by Wayne Jensen, Rapid City
FSDO Manager, and Steve Hoogerhyde, FAASTeam
Safety Manager – Operations. (see separate story)
A FAASTeam safety seminar was held at 2:00PM titled
“FAASTeam Afternoon Safety Seminar" on the topic of “Pure
Basics on What Every Pilot and Aircraft Owner Should
Know.” Jerry Densmore, FAASTeam Representative, talked
about (1) Preventative Maintenance for Aircraft Owners, (2)
Required Maintenance Logbooks and Endorsements, (3)
Airworthiness Directives, and (4) Proper Preflight. [Steve
Hoogerhyde reported that 8 people attended the safety
seminar.]
I really would like to thank Steve Hoogerhyde and Jerry
Densmore for all of their efforts for the event.
Unfortunately, the Wings seminar was not as
successful as the Young Eagles event. There was a lot of
competition for the limited number of pilots in the area that
weekend, but we are not discouraged from doing more in the
future.
As for the Crash Response seminar, we did not have that
event.
All in all, I thought the day’s events went alright. I wish
there had been more of a crowd, but with the cancellation of
the SD Aviation Hall of Fame events and with the other flyins going on, I think it was a tough year.
I am looking forward to doing some sort of event next year
that will hopefully go better. Also I really appreciate all of the
help from the SDPA with getting the schedule out and
dealing with all of the changes that happened.
SDPA

Ryan & Tawni Cordell from south of Camp Crook, SD,
hosted their 3rd annual fly-in at their airport, Sunday, October
3rd. SD33 is the former Sky Ranch for Boys located 6 miles
south of Camp Crook in Harding County. A balmy 82 degree
day brought out quite an array of aircraft -- 28 airplanes and
a helicopter, showed up to enjoy the beautiful weather and to
visit the other pilots from the different areas. Pilots from
Clark, SD, Miles City and Sidney, MT, Chadron, NE, were
among those from farther away. The helicopter, a four-seat
R-44, came in from Spearfish, SD.
There were various Pipers; PA-18s, PA-11s, J-3, a
Cherokee 140, and a twin Comanche, Cessna 172s, a
conventional gear 175, 182, and a 140. There were a couple
of Citabrias, and of course, Dwayne LaFave’s Champ. The
head turner of the day was an Air Tractor 602 out of Ludlow,
SD, and the smallest was a Challenger.
Ryan mowed a big target in the grass just north of the
airport. For fun, the pilots flew over and tried hitting the bullseye with all sorts of large vegetables and fruit supplied by the
Cordells. The last one was an overripe pineapple and was
easily seen by the spectators. The wind was blowing a bit,
but once the pilots figured out that drift was minimal flying
into the wind, the drops started getting closer. Many of the
“bombardiers” were the many youngsters who were enjoying
the day. There was actually one bulls-eye by Joby Owen
who won bragging rights!
What would a fly in be without food? The “Shindig’s
Grilling Rig” was at the event with very tasty pulled pork
sandwiches, smoked brisket sandwiches or for those who
didn’t want bread, there was the opportunity to get either
meat on top of smoked macaroni and cheese. If you left
hungry, it was your own fault. It was a wonderful event and
everyone there agreed, they can hardly wait for next year!
The event was written up in both the Nation Center News
and the Bowman County Pioneer newspapers.
----------------------------------Tawni Cordell posted on the Black Hills Flyers Facebook
page on October 5: Ryan and I would like to greatly thank
every one of you that took the time to "drop-in" to our fly-in
this year! It was such a beautiful day, from 39 degrees in the
night to 82 sunny degrees in the day! A few brave ones
camped out the night before, and the first guy was in sight at
6:26am, racing the sun the over. Great turnout - Great Food!
Making new friends, and greeting the smile of an old one
With lots of good conversation!
We did a couple new things and always learning things to
make it better next year
Have a great Fall! And thanks for helping make this a
success! Can't wait to start planning next years! Take care
everyone.
SDPA
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Wright Brothers Master Pilot Award -- #48 in SD

Wright Brothers Master Pilot Award -- #49 in SD

Jess T. Bauer (Revillo) received the Wright Brothers Master
Pilot Award from the FAA in a ceremony at the Clyde Ice
Field-Black Hills Airport, Spearfish, on September 11. Jess’
wife Valerie “Val” Bauer and a few family members were
also there to see him receive the award. Wayne Jensen,
manager of the Flights Standards Office, Rapid City,
presented Val with a signed letter from Wayne along with a
spouse stick pin.
Wayne Jensen presented the award to Jess and read
Jess’ resume as follows.
th
It was June 20 , 1969 that Jess T. Bauer experienced the
freedom of flight all on his own. Jess was inspired that day
by successfully soloing a Cessna 150 in Galion, Ohio. This
historical event fueled his passion for aviation and opened up
the door to a very rewarding lifetime career. After
determination and dedication, Jess proudly received his
th
private pilot certificate on September 5 , 1970.
Jess continued advancing himself in aviation and received
th
his instrument rating on March 20 , 1977. Later that year,
rd
Jess earned his commercial pilot certificate on June 3 ,
st
1977. Just over one year later on September 1 , 1978, Jess
successfully received his multiengine rating. After many
hours of flying, Jess received his airline transport pilot
th
certificate on June 26 , 1986. Currently, Jess is a proud
holder of multiple type ratings in the BA-3100, SD-3, Beech1900, DHC-8, Boeing 737, and EMB-505.
In 1984, Jess began working for Columbia Aviation. He
has also flown for P&A Air, Pocono Airlines, Presidential
Airways, Mesaba Airlines, Jet Airways, Fiji Airways, and
PlaneSense. Currently Jess is flying with Nicholas Air.
Jess has received numerous letters of nomination for the
Wright Brothers Master Pilot Award attesting his safe and
professional skills in aviation.
Over the years, Jess has been an inspiration to so many
people. He is respected and has truly earned his wings of
encouragement to so many fellow aviators. Some of the
most recognized traits are his honesty and integrity. What
better reward is there than to inspire others and help them
become the best they can be?
Jess has traveled to many places around the world, such
as Saudia Arabia and Mumbai, India. Over the years, his
devotion to aviation has gained him valuable experience.
With over thousands of flight time hours and zero red
flags, his wife Val has been a stable anchor of support. What
a great journey it has been for Jess.
On behalf of the FAA Administrator, and with the gracious
support from the South Dakota Pilots Association [who
funded the award plaque], it is a great honor to present this
Wright Brothers Master Pilot Award to Jess Thomas Bauer.
Congratulations Jess on receiving this very prestigious
award.
-----------------------------Congratulations to Jess T. Bauer from the SDPA on
receiving the Wright Brothers Master Pilot Award.
SDPA

Raymond N. Thomas (Springfield) received the Wright
Brothers Master Pilot Award from the FAA in a ceremony at
his home in Springfield on October 23. Ray’s wife Patricia
Thomas there to see him receive the award. Steve
Hoogerhyde, FAASTeam Program Manager Aviation
Safety Inspector – Operations, Rapid City, presented
Patricia with a signed letter from Wayne Jensen, manager of
the Flights Standards Office, Rapid City, along with a spouse
stickpin.
Steve Hoogerhyde presented the award to Ray and read
Ray’s resume, in part, as follows.
It was on September 6, 1969 when Ray Thomas
experienced the freedom of flight on his own by soloing in a
Cessna 140 (N2028N). However, it was several years earlier
that Ray truly experienced his initial flying skills with his
cousin George Thomas in a J-3 Cub taking off and landing in
his dad’s pasture. Ray first began his flight instruction in a
small Cessna on July 26, 1968, at Dodge Field north of Des
Moines, IA. Ray can still remember sitting in the dentist chair
hearing words of inspiration and encouragement from his
dentist, Ted Lindeman (Dr. Ted). After another trip to the
dentist Dr. Ted, Ray took several more airplane rides in
Garret Heusinkveld’s Ercoupe. A week later, Ray’s dad cosigned the $2,300.00 loan he needed to purchase a Cessna
140. Dr. Ted instructed Ray how to fly and with ten hours of
dual flight instruction, Ray soloed. Ray continued to receive
flight instruction from Benny Hahn and Lowell Weir. On June
29, 1970, Ray was issued his private pilot certificate. Ray
sold his Cessna 140 before getting married. After spending
three years in Denver, Ray and Patricia moved to Vermillion,
SD, where Patricia attended college at the University of
South Dakota. Together they purchased a Luscombe 8A.
After Patricia completed her college degree, they moved
back to Denver, CO, and purchased a Cessna 172. Together
they often flew from Denver to Springfield, SD. They later
sold that aircraft and purchased a farm in South Dakota. Ray
inspired several family members to fly, including his wife
Patricia who received her pilot certificate, and their sons
Dana, Brian, and Corey who all three hold airframe and
power-plant (A&P) certificates with inspector authorizations
(IAs). Currently Ray and Patricia own a Cessna 182 and
continue to enjoy making aviation memories.
On behalf of the FAA Administrator, and with the gracious
support from the South Dakota Pilots Association [who paid
for the award plaque], it is a great honor to present this
Wright Brothers Master Pilot Award to Raymond Neil
Thomas.
Congratulations Ray on receiving this very prestigious
award, which was funded by the SDPA.
Letters of nomination were written by Ray’s sons: Dana
Thomas (Rocklin, CA), Brian Thomas (Lincoln, NE), and
Corey Thomas (Parker, CO).
-----------------------------Congratulations to Raymond N. Thomas from the SDPA on
receiving the Wright Brothers Master Pilot Award.
-----------------------------Email from Ray Thomas on October 27: “I would like to
thank the South Dakota Pilots Association for my Wright
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Brothers Master Pilot Award. Thank you to Steve
Hoogerhyde for presenting the plaque at our house in
Springfield this past week [October 23]. Thank you to John
Lillevold for the nomination. Thanks to our sons, Dana,
Corey, and Brian for writing letters in support of my
nomination. The plaque will be proudly displayed in our
house.”
SDPA
Gettysburg AWOS-III Commissioned
Jon Becker, Aeronautics Engineer | South Dakota
Department of Transportation, emailed on September 23:
I wanted to let you know that the AWOS-III at Gettysburg
was commissioned yesterday [September 22]. The
frequency is 119.275 and the phone is 605-765-0132. It is
currently broadcasting, but it will take a couple of charting
cycles before it shows up in the chart supplement, and it can
take up to 70 days before it makes it to NADIN (National
Airspace Data Interchange Network), where it can be
disseminated to third party providers like ForeFlight.
Here is the NOTAM: !HON 09/080 0D8 SVC AWOS-3
COMMISIONED 119.275/605-765-0132 2109221742-PERM
Please forward this to others who may be interested.

th

th

75 for the 114 Fighter Wing
(stolen from the EAA Chapter 289 newsletter, October 2021)
th
The 114 Fighter Wing is celebrating 75 years of Aviation
Heritage at Joe Foss Field, Sioux Falls. To commemorate
this event, an F-16 was painted using several historical facts
about the aviation heritage of the 114th Fighter Wing.

SDPA

Certainty for GA Pilots Act of 2021
(Aero-News Network, September 25)
A bipartisan amendment, introduced by Representative
Same Graves (R-MO) and Representative Kai Kahele (DHI), that would reverse the FAA’s recent policy on flight
training has been accepted into the House version of the
National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA). The
amendment, which encompasses the
Certainty for General Aviation
Pilots Act of 2021 [H.R.4645], would
negate the FAA’s recent policy that
requires virtually all training in
experimental, limited, and primary
categories to be conducted under a letter of deviation
authority (LODA) or an exemption.
The NDAA defense funding bill has a high likelihood of
passage, so it is an excellent vehicle for limited and targeted
legislative language such as this flight training policy.
Representatives
Graves and Kahele introduced
the
successful amendment with support from EAA, IAC, and
other associations. Focus now shifts to the Senate, where a
similar amendment will help ensure that the final legislation
contains the GA flight training language.
In June, the FAA confirmed that a court ruling that
confirmed their interpretation of FAR 91.315 meant that no
training for compensation or hire could be done in limited,
experimental, and primary category aircraft without a LODA
or exemption. This broke with decades of precedent and
even applies to an aircraft owner receiving instruction in their
own aircraft. While the FAA quickly rolled out a streamlined
LODA and exemption system to accommodate this new
policy, it is unnecessary, contrary to safety, and has resulted
in headaches and confusion for countless pilots and CFIs.
SDPA

SDPA News

Here’s some fun facts about the jet:
1. The distinctive tail flash showcases the patch utilized
by the 114th Tactical Fighter Group from early 1970 to 1991
and features a cigar in the mouth of the Wile E. Coyote
character reflecting the cigar used in the original Joe's
Jokers patch and the trademark of Joe Foss.
2. The 12-inch red tail stripe features "175th Fighter
Squadron" on one side and "114th Fighter Group" on the
other. The three red stripes replicate the distinctive markings
on one of the first aircraft flown by the SDANG, the F-51.
3. Heritage Air Force Stars located under the left and right
th
wings include the last names of all the 114 Fighter Wing
members signifying the efforts of members giving 'lift' to the
F-16 and our joint mission.
4. #53 on left and right ventral fins highlights the original
tail number of SDANG Founder, airfield namesake, Medal of
Honor recipient, and WWII ace, Joe Foss.
5. Mount Rushmore is pictured on the exterior of the nose
landing gear door, which calls back to a portion of the tail
flash used from 1977-1991 and recognizes the distinctive
South Dakota landmark.
6. "S DAK AIR GUARD" is painted on the wing tanks and
was the font used on the F-89 and F-102s from 1960-1970.
7. The blue paint scheme represents the blue background
of the South Dakota state flag.
The F-16 was painted at the Air National Guard Paint
Facility in Sioux City, Iowa.
SDPA
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101 Trailblazing Women of Air and Space:
Aviators and Astronauts
Author Penny Rafferty Hamilton, Ph.D. has written a
contemporary adult nonfiction history of women in aviation
with international appeal for readers interested in women
pilots and female astronaut history. Packed with easy-toread, true stories of historic female pilots and women
astronauts from America, Australia, Belgium, Canada, China,
France, Germany, Great Britain, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Norway, and Russia. Illustrated with over 110 unique
photographs in a pictorial format. Filled with powerful, true
stories from the early days of aviation to today’s astronauts.
ISBN Print: 978-0-578-30725-1; $17.99; 316 pages 6x9
Trade paperback; eBook only $1.99.
November is Aviation History Month. Great gift for the
holidays! 101 Trailblazing Women of Air and Space: Aviators
and Astronauts would make an awesome gift and great for
office library.
Comment from SDPA member: “This [book] might interest
the women pilots in the SDPA membership. I downloaded
the Kindle version and I find it very entertaining. Maybe even
the male pilots would enjoy it.”
SDPA
A Swan Dive at The Lyman County Fair-1908
By Lonis Wendt (Lyman County Herald, August 10, 2016)
Since this is the time of the year for County Fairs and 4-H
Competition we thought we could share a moment in Lyman
County History. This story is written to commemorate the
Vivian Flying Club, and all the pilots who’ve flown from
Lyman County!
It seems, way back over 100 years ago, during the first
week of September of 1908, the 2nd Annual Lyman County
Fair took place at the new Fair Grounds east of Presho. At
this time, Lyman County was filled with homesteaders and
city dudes who rarely had the time to celebrate their
accomplishments. The first Lyman County Fair had been
held in 1907, with good crowds in attendance. The 1908, the
second Lyman County Fair brought huge crowds to town,
some by overland carriage, by train, and a few by "horseless
carriage!" On Wednesday, the first day of the fair, over 1,000
attended, some to view the exhibits and enjoy the fun, others
to hear Democrat speakers; U.S. House candidate, J.L.
Soule of Rapid City, and ex-Governor Lee, (he had won two
terms for Governor as a Populist/Fusion candidate, and was
running for Governor as a Democrat in 1908). The following
day, over 1,350 attended the fair, some for the excitement,
others to hear Republican speakers; Governor Crawford for
Senate and Sen. Vessey for Governor. Exhibits were shown
by local folks, including baked goods, produce, grains,
animals and equipment, one such was; a "milking" machine,
advertised to; "milk two cows faster than a man could milk
one!" Indian "War" dances, foot races and horse races,
including a Shetland pony race, were much appreciated by
those in attendance. Two baseball game were played, one
featured Chamberlain vs. Presho and the other McClure vs.
Oacoma. No scores were available. Entertainment and
evening dances were held with the Presho Coronet band
furnishing the music on Wednesday and the Murdo Band
SDPA News

providing the same on Thursday. It was noted that the
attendees were on exceptionally good behavior as, no
arrests were made.
1908 was a particularly notable year. Presho city dads
ordered an 8:00 PM curfew for anyone under age 16, Presho
boosters had petitioned that; the Lyman County Courthouse
be moved to Presho, and, this was the year thousands of
folks came to Presho to vie for over 5000 quarters of land in
the newly opened Rosebud.
A
special
highlight
of
the
fair was
to be the
unveiling
and flight
of
a
homemade, experimental airplane built by brothers, Melvin
and Harry Pontius. The Pontius brothers must have had an
inventive spirit, as it would be unlikely that they would have
had any access to a blueprint or "How to" manual. The plane
was built using light metal, wood, canvas and bicycle wheels
and had been assembled in an old building on Presho's
south Main street. A Mrs. Mahaney and her sister, Eva,
sewed the canvas around the frame and then, gave it a
couple coats of shellac. The steering wheel appeared to
have come from a Model T, and since they were too poor to
afford an engine, they would try to fly it glider style. They
convinced Mrs. Mahaney's husband to use his car to tow the
plane fast enough to become airborne! Apparently, Harry
drew the short straw for the day's exhibition and would be the
pilot! With the Fairground's new grandstand overflowing with
spectators, Harry waved to the crowd and Mahaney's car
surged forward. Astonishingly, the plane bounded forward
and became airborne for about a hundred feet, before
veering off and catching the corner of the grandstand, where
it fell a few feet onto the ground. No serious injuries were
reported, leaving only disappointment, embarrassment and a
broken dream for the Pontius brothers. Think about it folks,
this is only five years after the Wright Brothers, who's first
flight lasted just 12 seconds, and a second flight, a breathtaking 59 seconds. It's possible that this flight was longer
than 12 seconds, but doubtful to have been much longer. No
details can be found as to how its guidance system
functioned, nor if they continued their experiment with
manned flight. This was probably the first plane to ever have
been launched from Lyman County soil, certainly, everyone
got their money's worth at this fair!
Not much is known about the Pontius Brothers. We did
learn that Melvin had homesteaded in the NWI/4 of Sec. 8 in
Liberty Twps. and, that he had married a Mary Wilcox in
1917. No other information about the Pontius folks is known.
If we look closely at the photo, it appears that early Presho
is in the background and perhaps, the plane sits on what is
now the runway east of town. Any info would be appreciated.
References: History of Presho by the 1926 PHS English
Class, How Come They Called it Presho; 1905-1980, Presho
Post, Presho Settler.
(article provided by Dave Tunge, Yankton)
SDPA
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Know Your Rights

Safety Tip by Gary Pelach

By Ian Arendt, AOPA Pilot Services (AOPA Pilot magazine,
October 2021)
Understanding the Pilot's Bill of Rights
PUBLIC LAW 112-153, better known as the Pilot's Bill of
Rights (PBR), was signed into law on August 3, 2012.
Among other things, the PBR provides aviators with certain
rights and access to information when subject to an
investigation by the FAA.
Unfortunately, many pilots (and even some FAA aviation
safety inspectors) are still unfamiliar with this groundbreaking
legislation, leading them to sacrifice their rights without
knowing they are available.
Specifically, the PBR grants an airman subject to an
investigation relating to the approval, denial, suspension,
modification, or revocation of an airman certificate with the
right to receive timely, written notification of such an
investigation. This notification must also inform the airman of
the rights granted to him or her under the PBR. So, what are
your rights if investigated by the FAA?
1. You have the right to be informed of the nature of the
FAA's investigation against you.
2. You cannot be required to provide an oral or written
response to the FAA concerning an investigation.
3. The FAA cannot take any action or draw an adverse
inference against you for declining to respond to an
investigation.
4. If you choose to provide a response, any information
provided to the FAA may be used against you.
5. When an investigation concludes, the releasable portions
of the FAA investigative report must be made available
to you.
6. You are entitled to timely access to air traffic data in the
possession of the FAA that would facilitate your ability to
productively participate in a proceeding relating to the
FAA's investigation.
There is an exception to the notification requirement—if
the FAA determines that providing the notification could
threaten the integrity of the investigation, no notification is
required. However, even in this rare case, your rights still
apply.
SDPA

(Sioux Falls EAA Chapter 289 newsletter, October 2021)
Is there proof a little alcohol offers some health benefits? We
know a well-established fact that too much of a good thing,
or a good thing at a bad time can be fatal. Alcohol is a major
factor in motor vehicle deaths, and still is a significant
causative factor in some aviation related accidents. There
are two FARs that are important to know when it comes to
drinking and flying. Most pilots are aware of the "8-hour" rule,
(8 hours from bottle to throttle) [FAR 91.17(a)(1].
Most pilots don't know the 0.04% FAR that prohibits flying
an aircraft with a blood alcohol concentration (BAC) of 0.04%
or higher [FAR 91.17(a)(4)]. Think about the physiology of
alcohol metabolism, in order to understand these two
different FARs, and what they mean to pilots.
The first one is clear, no alcohol within 8 hours of flying be
it
general
or
commercial aviation.
Most
general
aviation pilots aren't
heavy drinkers, so
we follow the 8-hour
rule, we assume that
we are [not] breaking
the 0.04% rule. But,
because our bodies
eliminate alcohol at
different rates, you
could OK with the 8-hour rule, but be in violation of the
0.04% limit.
If in doubt, sit it out, safety is no accident.
SDPA

Overheard
An exchange overheard while flying over the Mojave Desert:
Joshua Approach: "Bonanza 50Y, traffic two o'clock, five
miles. Unmanned aerial vehicle has you in sight."
50Y (me): "50Y looking. If he's 'unmanned,' how can he
have me in sight?"
Joshua Approach: "Oh. He's got a T-38 spotter plane, so
really it's a flight of two ... . Now you're three o'clock, three
miles."
50Y: Yeah, I was kidding. I know they have cameras and
instrumentation. But I still don't have them in sight."
Joshua Approach: "They're passing behind you now. No
factor. And we usually reserve the 'I
can't see him' jokes for the F-117s that
come through here."
From Marc Zorn
SDPA
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What’s the Difference?
(Cessna Flyer magazine)
Cessna Flyer editors researched various categories of
aircraft parts to provide these definitions.
8130 – Refers to FAA Form 8130-3, Authorized Release
Certificate, Airworthiness Approval Tag. The 8130-3 is
often used to document conformity and airworthiness, but
it can, in fact, list one of eight terms in block 12 of the
form: altered, inspected, modified, new, overhauled,
prototype, rebuilt and repaired. The 8130-3 form is
gradually replacing the yellow tag (see entry for Yellow
Tag, below).
AS REMOVED – A part that's been removed from an
aircraft. It very likely has been visually inspected and
assumed to function, but has not been tested or certified.
Any visual inspection is likely to be cursory and no
paperwork is provided.
GREEN TAG – In the United States, a green tag indicates
that a used part is not airworthy, but is repairable. In
Canada, a green tag indicates a part is both serviceable
and airworthy. In both the U.S. and Canada, a green tag
does not guarantee a part is legal for use in certificated
aircraft.
NEW OLD STOCK – New old stock (NOS) is a way to
describe new parts that have been stored in inventory for
an extended period of time. The term doesn't assure
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serviceability, it simply means the part has not been
previously installed on an aircraft. This term is used more
frequently with online retailers of aircraft parts, and is
interchangeable with the term New Surplus (see entry
below).
NEW SURPLUS – A product, assembly, part or material that
has been released as surplus by the military,
manufacturers, owners / operators, repair facilities or any
other parts supplier. New Surplus (NS) parts should show
traceability to an FAA-approved manufacturing procedure.
Alternatively called NOS parts (see New Old Stock,
above).
OVERHAULED – A part overhauled in accordance with the
manufacturer's overhaul or repair manual, or an alternative
procedure approved by the FAA. This term can apply to
an airframe, aircraft engine, propeller, appliance, or
component part which has been disassembled, cleaned,
inspected, repaired when necessary, reassembled and
tested in accordance with the Type Certificate, STC or
PMA.
REBUILT – A component that conforms to new part
tolerances and limits, or to approved oversized or
undersized dimensions, that has been disassembled,
cleaned, inspected, repaired as necessary and reassembled. Rebuilt items are required to be tested to the
same tolerances and limits as a new item. Only the engine
manufacturer can legally create a rebuilt engine; no field
service facility has the authority to rebuild an engine. An
engine overhaul (see previous entry) can legally be done
at the factory or by many service facilities in the field.
RED TAG – A physical tag indicating that a part is not
airworthy; it is unusable on an aircraft and should be
considered scrap.
USED – An aircraft component or part previously installed on
an aircraft. Used parts are often purchased at a significant
discount as compared to new parts. Traceability for used
parts can be limited, though the seller may offer a return
policy, issue a refund or be willing to exchange.
YELLOW TAG – A certificate for a used
major component that tag states a part
was working (i.e., serviceable) when it
was removed from its previous
installation. The yellow tag will also
indicate if any aspect of the part was
repaired or overhauled. Repair and
overhaul must be completed by a repair
station or signed off by an A&P/IA.
Generally being replaced by the 8130-3
(see first entry, above).
-----------------------Sources:
“Authorized Release Certificate, FAA Form 8130-3,
Airworthiness Approval Tag Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQ),” FAA.gov
“Aviation parts tag,” Wikipedia.org
FAA Advisory Circular No: 20-62E, “Eligibly, Quality,
and Identification of Aeronautical Replacement
Parts,” Dec 23, 2010
“The Spare Parts Market,” archived at AOPA.org
“The Update Report,” Vol. 7, Issue 5, Newsletter
published by the Airline Suppliers Association, May,
1999
SDPA
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SD Aeronautics Commission – September 16
The SD Aeronautics Commission held a conference call on
September 16 at 2:00 PM with staff in the Becker-Hansen
Transportation Building in Pierre.
Participating were Commissioners Chris Funk (Volga),
Bob Huggins (Sioux Falls, Vice Chair), Rolf Johnson
(Mina), Dave Luers (Pierre), Kassidy Nelson (Elkton), Eric
Odenbach (Eureka, Chair), Jerry Rieber (Watertown), Joel
Jundt (Secretary of SD DOT), Jack Dokken, Jon Becker,
Tom Koch, Brad Remmich (all DOT Office of Air, Rail &
Transit), Kari Kroll (Executive Assistant, Office of Secretary,
SD DOT), Dustin DeBoer (SD DOT Office of Legal Counsel,
Sioux Falls), Kyle Weinman (Office of Legal Counsel,
Contract Administrator), Mark Wiederrich (KLJ), Darrell
Hillestad (Groton Airport Board), Terry Herron (Groton
Airport Manager), Steve Hamilton (SDPA, Yankton).
Chairman Odenbach called the meeting to order and
determined that a quorum was present via roll call. He
opened the floor to Commission members to disclose
potential conflicts of interest and to present requests for
waivers pursuant to South Dakota Codified Law (SDCL)
chapter 3-23.
Bob Huggins’ conflict of interest concerning his teaching
contract at Lake Area Technical College was discussed.
Dustin DeBoer reviewed the submitted documents and
referenced the appropriate statues for the Commission.
Moved by Funk, seconded by Luers, that the conflicts of
interest were fair, reasonable, and not contrary to the public
interest. All aye, none nay, with Jerry Rieber abstaining from
voting because he is on a training committee with the LATC.
No other conflicts of interested were forthcoming.
The minutes of the August 19 meeting of the Commission
were approved by roll call vote: all aye.
Odenbach opened the floor for public input. No
members of the public addressed the Commission or offered
input.
Joel Jundt gave the Secretary’s report.
He noted that the Appropriations bill in the
Congress was hung up and that he
anticipates a Continuing Resolution will likely
be passed to fund the government after
September 30.
Jon Becker requested Commission
consideration
of
2021
Airport
Improvement Program Project.
Sioux Falls: Design of Runway: 15-33
(8,000'X150' Concrete) to Taxiway B5 and
Reconstruction; Design of Taxiway: A
(6,400'X75' Concrete), A1 (300'x75'
Concrete), A3 (250'x75' Asphalt), A5
(275'x75' Asphalt) and Rehabilitation, D
(750'x50' Asphalt) Reconstruction and
Realignment, F (400'x500' Asphalt) with
Reconstruction and M (1,490'x75' Concrete)
with Rehabilitation. Construction of Taxiway:
B (3,400x75' Concrete), B4 (300'x75'
Concrete) and B5 (340'x75', Concrete) with
Rehabilitation; Acquire and Install: Two
Passenger Boarding Bridges for Gates 4
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and 6; Removal of Taxiway: Airport Hot Spot “E.” Federal
Share $3,772,348.00; State Share $0; Local Share $0; Total
$3,772,348.00.
Taxiway B from Runway 15-33 to Taxiway B5 – The 2018
PCIs for the asphalt taxiway generally ranged from 63 to 70
(Fair). A mill and overlay will eliminate the continual FOD
issues the airport has been having for several years and
provide a safer and more reliable parallel taxiway to the
primary runway.
Runway 15-33, Taxiways A, A1, A3, A5 & M Pavement
Rehab – 1700’ of concrete pavement at each approach end
of Runway 15-33 concrete pavement is 18 years old and 11
years old for the 5,600’ runway interior with no
comprehensive pavement rehab completed to date beyond
small asphalt patching by Airport Maintenance. The 18-yearold portion had a 2018 PCI of 68 and 76. The 11-year-old
pavement had a 2018 PCI of 91. Partial panel replacement
at cracked, faulted or deteriorated slabs will minimize the
rapidly increasing FOD issues. Joint resealing will prolong
the life of the pavement by keeping moisture out of the joints.
Taxiway A south of Taxiway B is 20-30-year-old concrete
pavement and has 2018 PCIs ranging from 36 (very poor) to
76. Partial panel replacement at cracked, faulted or
deteriorated slabs will minimize the rapidly increasing FOD
issues. Joint resealing will prolong the life of the pavement
by keeping moisture out of the joints.
Taxiway M from Taxiway B to Runway 15-33 is concrete
taxiway pavement that was constructed 11 years ago and
has not had any pavement rehabilitation to date. The
pavement will be 13 years old at the time of the project.
Partial panel replacement at cracked, faulted or deteriorated
slabs will minimize FOD issues that are just starting to
develop. Joint resealing will prolong the life of the pavement
by keeping moisture out of the joints.
Taxiway A north of Runway 3-21, A3, A5 and M between
Runway 15-33 and Taxiway A are asphalt taxiway
pavements that have not had any pavement rehabilitation for
at least 11 years (it will be 13 years at the time of project). A
mill and overlay will eliminate the continual FOD issues the
airport has been having for several years and provide a safer
and more reliable taxiways.
Realign/Reconstruct Taxiway D, Remove Taxiway E,
Reconstruct Taxiway F – Taxiway D is shown on the ALP to
be shifted north to accommodate the ultimate buildout for the
deicing apron.
Taxiway E intersects with Taxiways A and B to create a
five-way intersection, which has been identified as a “Hot
Spot” safety issue by the FAA. To remedy the hot spot, the
ALP shows removal of the taxiway. The E GA Apron will still
have two entrance taxiways after the removal of Taxiway E.
Taxiway F had a 2018 PCI of 68 (fair) and is increasingly
causing FOD concerns. Additionally, timing is good to
upgrade the taxiway prior to removal of Taxiway E as it will
see increased traffic. Realignment of the taxiway to the south
will be studied as part of the design to determine if necessary
to accommodate the ALP shown future cargo apron
expansion.
Acquire/Install two Jet Bridges (Gates 4 and 6): FSD
currently has seven gates and seven jet bridges. Five jet
bridges are owned by the airport and one each owned by
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Delta and United Airlines. The five airport-owned jet bridges
are common-use and serve all five airlines depending on
their flight schedules.
The two airline-owned jet bridges are over 40 years old
and poorly maintained by mechanics from out of state. It is
not uncommon for one or both of these jet bridges to be out
of service for months at a time waiting for a mechanic or
parts (if they can be found) to get the jet bridge operational.
The situation then shuts down the use of these gates
causing operational conflicts for the remaining common-use
airport jet bridges. Neither United Airlines nor Delta Airlines
are interested in replacing these old jet bridges nor
renovating them. The Airport would like to purchase two new
jet bridges and transition these gates to common use to
improve operational efficiency and allow for future growth.
Mark Wiederrich (KLJ, Sioux Falls) explained some of
the work for the Commissioners. The Commission approved
the grant by roll call vote, all aye, none nay. Jon Becker said
that the final three grant requests should be presented to the
Commission at the October meeting.
Jon Becker requested Commission consideration of
Amendment to State Share of Mobridge Municipal Airport
2019 AIP Grant: Reconstruct Runway 12/30 (approximately
75' x 4,100') and Connecting Taxiways, Expand
Turnarounds, Replace Runway and Taxiway Lights. The
federal grant amount was increased to cover allotted time
frames for additional work. This added 10 additional calendar
days beyond the base bid of 100 calendar days to the
schedule. Federal (90%) State (5%): Final project Federal
$357,691.00; State Share $19,871.73. Original grant Federal
$319,914.00; State Share $19,747.78; Difference Federal
$37,777.00; State Share $123.95.
The Commission approved the amendment to the grant by
roll call vote, all aye, none nay.
Tom Koch requested Commission consideration of
Funding Request for Groton Municipal Airport. The City of
Groton is requesting financial assistance from the State
Aeronautics Commission to help offset the cost for airport
runway improvements. The airport has seen a significant
increase in use over the past several years. To
accommodate a better variety of aircraft and to ensure clear
approaches in the future, the City reconstructed their runway.
This reconstruction included realignment, lengthening and
reseeding the runway. Most of the project was accomplished
with volunteer labor except for the fine grading. This fine
grading was done by a construction contractor utilizing GPS
grading equipment. The City is requesting reimbursement for
fuel, seed, and fine grading. The project has been completed
and the total cost is $11,788.27. The City is requesting a
75% reimbursement for a total of $8,841.20.
As per South Dakota Aeronautics Commission Policies &
Procedures for use of State Funds, paragraph D1, the
Groton Municipal Airport meets the criteria for state funding.
The South Dakota Office of Aeronautics is recommending
commission approval for 75% State participation for a total of
$8,841.20.
Both Darrell Hillestad (City of Groton) and Terry Herron
(Groton Airport Manager) spoke in support of the funding
request. It was noted that access to the airport is no longer
through a farmstead. A new entrance road was built from
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128 Street to the airport, and a new parking lot was
constructed. The turf runway has 2,600’ for departing aircraft
and 2,000’ for landing aircraft. This week the airport is
expecting bids for electrical and water service to the airport
in order to facilitate a new building with a restroom. Lots of
volunteers helped with the airport improvements. It is
anticipated that after the airport has an electrical supply that
several hangars will be built.
Tom said the improvements now allow for use by design
standard A2 aircraft.
Tom Koch read paragraph D1 from the Commission
Policies & Procedures Handbook for the Commissioners.
The Commission approved the funding request by roll call
vote, all aye, none nay.
Funk said that he liked the “grass roots” improvements at
the airport (punk intended??). Darrell Hillestad mentioned
that the airport was hosting a breakfast this weekend with a
barbeque in the afternoon and airplane rides. Jack Dokken
said the staff was excited to see the improvements at Groton
Airport.
The Commission conference call adjourned at 2:32PM.
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SD Aeronautics Commission – October 21
The SD Aeronautics Commission held a meeting /
conference call on October 21 at 2:00 PM with staff in the
Becker-Hansen Transportation Building in Pierre.
Participating were Commissioners Chris Funk (Volga),
Bob Huggins (Sioux Falls, Vice Chair), Rolf Johnson
(Mina), Dave Luers (Pierre), Kassidy Nelson (Elkton), Eric
Odenbach (Eureka, Chair), Gerald Rieber (Watertown),
Joel Jundt (Secretary of SD DOT), Jack Dokken, Jon
Becker, Tom Koch, Brad Remmich, Earl Holben (all DOT
Office of Air, Rail & Transit), Kari Kroll (Executive Assistant,
Office of Secretary, SD DOT), Kellie Beck (SD DOT Division
of Management & Finance), Dustin DeBoer (SD DOT Office
of Legal Counsel, Sioux Falls), Kyle Weinman (Office of
Legal Counsel, Contract Administrator), Mike Schmitt
(Helms & Associates, Aberdeen), Harry Weller (Mayor of
Kadota), Steve Hamilton (SDPA, Yankton).
Vice Chairman Huggins called the meeting to order and
determined that a quorum was present via roll call. He
opened the floor to Commission members to disclose
potential conflicts of interest and to present requests for
waivers pursuant to South Dakota Codified Law (SDCL)
chapter 3-23.
Dustin DeBoer gave an overview of the conflicts of interest
for Chris Funk and Gerald Rieber.
Chris Funk reported conflicts of interest for a hangar land
lease at the Brookings Airport and for being an employee at
South Dakota State University in Brookings. The
Commission voted that Funk’s conflicts of interest were fair,
reasonable, and not contrary to the public interest by roll call
vote: all aye, none nay; Funk abstained from voting.
Eric Odenbach joined the conference call and took charge
of the meeting.
Gerald Rieber reported conflicts of interest for being a
volunteer board member of the Watertown Airport Board of
Directors and for being a volunteer board member of the
SDPA News

Lake Area Technical College Aviation Advisory Board. The
Commission voted that Rieber’s conflicts of interest were
fair, reasonable, and not contrary to the public interest by roll
call vote: all aye, none nay; Rieber abstained from voting.
Dustin DeBoer provided a correction to the draft minutes.
The corrected minutes of the September 16 meeting of the
Commission were approved by roll call vote: all aye, none
nay.
Odenbach opened the discussion of State Funding for
Non-Airport Improvement Project Grant (AIP) Projects.
The Commission’s handbook on Policies & Procedures For
Use Of State Funds was last revised May 20, 2021. Concern
was raised about section C (1): C. Criteria Utilized in
Determining State Funding for Non-AIP Projects. (1) The
State/Local project construction of minimum airport facilities,
to comply with basic service/small GA airport requirements
or State Licensing Standards, is eligible for 75% State
participation. The maximum amounts available under this
project will be $75,000 State funds for any one airport.
Brad Remmick noted that the future projects funded by
this policy could included a turf runway regrading project
($300,000 - $350,000); low to medium intensity runway
lighting project ($300,000), fencing ($50,000 - $100,000 for
barbed wire or $1M for chain link). Jack Dokken commented
that all were safety improvement projects.
Huggins commented that the Commission needed to
ensure a consistent funding approach for airports. He asked
about funding a second project at an airport. Jack Dokken
commented that his understanding was a cap of $75,000
“per project.” Eric Odenbach commented that no one
seemed to have a problem keeping the cap at $75,000.
Gerald Rieber commented that the Commission should not
allow phasing of large project into several mini-projects. The
result of the discussion was that Dustin DeBoer will come up
with language to clarify section C (1) for the next
Commission meeting.
Odenbach opened the floor for public input. Steve
Hamilton noted that Governor Kristi Noem signed a
Proclamation on September 7 making October General
Aviation Appreciation Month in South Dakota. Steve
discovered the proclamation in the “Connecting the DOTs”
October newsletter for employees of the SD DOT. Jack
Dokken said that the he had worked with staff from the
Alliance for Aviation Across America on the proclamation,
and that it had been distributed on social media and in a
news release from the Governor’s office.
Joel Jundt gave the Secretary’s report. He noted that
Congress passed a continuing resolution funding the federal
government through December 3. Joel said that the
Commission’s Annual Report to the Governor was coming due
in December and that a draft of the report would be provided
to the Commissioners for review at the November
Commission meeting.
Jundt asked Commission consideration of proposed 2022
meeting dates. The proposed meeting dates were January
20, February 17, March 17, April 21, May 19, June 16, July
21, August 18, September 15, October 20, November 17,
and December 15. Kassidy Nelson reported that he would
not be available in January-March due to instructor training in
a new helicopter. He also will be gone for a year on
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deployment to the southwestern U.S. border starting in
October 2022. The Commission approved the meeting dated
by roll call vote: all aye, none nay.
Jon Becker requested Commission consideration of a
Funding Request from the City of Kadoka. The two projects
at the Kadoka Airport include a perimeter fence for
$125,000, and an airport lighting system including beacon,
windcone, MIRL [medium intensity runway lighting] edge
lights for $318,000. Total $443,000. The City of Kadoka
requested 50% of the total project costs ($221,500).
One project included replacing the northern portion of the
airport perimeter fence with 10’ chain link fence to keep
Foreign Object Debris (FOD) from blowing onto the airport
from the landfill. The fencing project involved replacing the
existing 9,980’ barbed wire fence and gates with 800’ of 10’
chain link fencing and 9,180’ of new four-strand barbed wire
fencing and four new gates.
The second project was to replace the runway / taxiway
lighting system for runway 12-30.
Both requests noted that the airport was not part of the
National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NIPAS), and
does not receive any federal funds for infrastructure
improvements.
Harry Weller commented that he had been approached by
two pilots last spring seeking improvements at the Kadoka
Airport, and in turn Weller had contacted Helms &
Associates about possible improvements. Weller also noted
that Kadoka was a small town with limited financial
resources, and when he mentioned the proposed airport
improvement projects to members of the city board, they
were not supportive of the projects. He noted that the airport
had five based aircraft, and a recent fly-in event had 37
aircraft land at the airport.
Jon Becker said that the state had no standard saying
airports had to be lighted, but did had a standard saying the
airport perimeter should be fenced.
After much discussion, Mike Schmitt suggested that the
City of Kadoka be asked to set its priorities and come back
to the Commission with a revised funding request. The
current funding request was tabled.
Bob Huggins asked about the 2022 SD Airports
Conference, and Earl Holben replied that it would be a faceto-face conference set for April 5-7, 2022, at the Ramkota
Inn in Pierre.
The meeting adjourned at 3:00PM.
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For a comprehensive aviation event listing, go to
https://sdpilots.com. CHECK WITH EVENT ORGANIZERS
TO SEE IF THE EVENT HAS BEEN CANCELED OR
POSTPONED DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC.
-----------------------------------Nov: November is National Aviation History Month and
there’s plenty to celebrate. From the first balloons sent up
into the atmosphere to every device invented that elevated
humans above the earth, our imaginations have been
captured by the idea of flight. Aviation History Month
SDPA News

recognizes the achievements of the men and women who
make it happen.
Nov: Madison Aviation Enthusiasts meet at Madison (MDS),
SD, on Thursdays at 6:00PM for food, fun & flying.
Nov: Coffee, treats & conversation at Hot Springs (HSR),
SD, every Friday 9:30-11:30AM. Come join us for some
hangar flying. Contact Airport at 605-745-3555.
Nov: SD Civil Air Patrol meetings. Seniors and cadets meet
monthly at Brookings Airport, Custer County Airport,
Ellsworth AFB, Lincoln County Airport, Miller Airport, Pierre
Airport, Sioux Falls Airport, and Spearfish Airport. For
meeting times, specific locations, and contact information,
go to https://sdwg.cap.gov/command/squadrons
Nov 8: Sioux Falls Ballooning Club meeting in Sioux Falls,
SD, at 7:00PM at TBD. http://www.sfballooning.org
Nov 13: Monthly meeting of the Joe Foss Squadron of the
Commemorative Air Force at Joe Foss Field – Sioux
Falls (FSD), SD, at 10:00AM in Maverick Air Center.
Contact
Rick
Tupper
at
rick@cafjoefoss.com
https://www.cafjoefoss.org
Nov 13: SDPA meeting in Redfield (1D8), SD, at airport
terminal. 11:00AM: presentation by
Jerry Krueger about his flying
experiences in the U.S. Navy flying
the F4D Skyray and with Northwest
Airline flying the 727, 707 and 747.
Noon: lunch pizza & pop ($5 per
person). 1:00PM: SDPA meeting with cookies. Contact
Steve
Hamilton
at
605-665-8448
or
skyhawk43v@gmail.com
Nov 13: Presentation by Lt. Col. George A. Larson, USAF
(Ret.) on the history of the 114th Fighter Wing (Sioux Falls
Air National Guard) and the aircraft used throughout the
years. 3−4 PM. Downtown Library, 200 North Dakota
Avenue, Sioux Falls, SD (605-367-8700). Limited seating
to
100.
Registration
required
at
http://siouxland.libnet.info/event/5539328
Nov 20: CANCELLED UNTIL NEXT SPRING -- Airport
breakfast in the EAA Chapter 289 Building at Lincoln
County (Y14), Tea, SD.
Nov 21: YRAA potluck meeting with “Thanksgiving” theme at
Chan Gurney (YKN), Yankton, SD, at 6:00PM in the
terminal. Bring a dish or two to share with the group.
Contact Steve Hamilton at 605-665-8448 or
skyhawk43v@gmail.com
Dec: Madison Aviation Enthusiasts meet at Madison (MDS),
SD, on Thursdays at 6:00PM for food, fun & flying.
Dec: Coffee, treats & conversation at Hot Springs (HSR),
SD, every Friday 9:30-11:30AM. Come join us for some
hangar flying. Contact Airport at 605-745-3555.
Dec: SD Civil Air Patrol meetings.
Seniors and cadets meet monthly at
Brookings Airport, Custer County
Airport, Ellsworth AFB, Lincoln County
Airport, Miller Airport, Pierre Airport,
Sioux Falls Airport, and Spearfish
Airport. For meeting times, specific
locations,
and
contact
information,
go
to
https://sdwg.cap.gov/command/squadrons
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Dec 7 (every year): International Civil Aviation Day was
established in 1994 as part of ICAO's (International Civil
Aviation Organization) 50th anniversary activities. In 1996,
the
United
Nations
General
Assembly proclaimed December 7
as International Civil Aviation
Day.
The
purpose
of
International Civil Aviation Day
is to help generate and reinforce
worldwide awareness of the
importance of international civil
aviation to the social and economic development of States,
and of the unique role of ICAO in helping States to
cooperate and realize a truly global rapid transit network at
the service of all mankind.
Dec 11: Monthly meeting of the Joe Foss Squadron of the
Commemorative Air Force at Joe Foss Field – Sioux
Falls Airport (FSD), SD, at 10:00AM in Maverick Air
Center. Contact Rick Tupper at rick@cafjoefoss.com
https://www.cafjoefoss.org
Dec 12: YRAA Holiday Party at JoDean’s Restaurant,
Yankton, SD (arrive at 5:30PM, eat at 6:00PM). The cost
is $10.00 per person for meal and drink, excluding
alcoholic drinks, for members and a spouse or significant
other.
Dec 13: Sioux Falls Ballooning Club meeting in Sioux Falls,
SD, at 7:00PM at TBD. http://www.sfballooning.org
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Dec 17 (every year): “Wright Brothers Day” – get out and
celebrate – fly somewhere! Wright
Brothers Day is a U.S. national
observation. It is codified in the
U.S. Code, and commemorates the
first successful flights in a heavierthan-air, mechanically propelled
airplane, that were made by Orville
and Wilbur Wright on December
17, 1903, near Kitty Hawk, NC. On September 24, 1959,
U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower declared December
17 to be Wright Brothers Day.
Dec 18: CANCELLED UNTIL NEXT SPRING -- Monthly
airport breakfast in the EAA Chapter 289 Building at
Lincoln County (Y14), Tea, SD.
Jan: Madison Aviation Enthusiasts meet at Madison
(MDS), SD, on Thursdays at 6:00PM for food, fun & flying.
Jan: Coffee, treats & conversation at Hot Springs (HSR),
SD, every Friday 9:30-11:30AM. Come join us for some
hangar flying. Contact Airport at 605-745-3555.
Jan: SD Civil Air Patrol meetings. Seniors and cadets meet
monthly at Brookings Airport, Custer County Airport,
Ellsworth AFB, Lincoln County Airport, Miller Airport, Pierre
Airport, Sioux Falls Airport, and Spearfish Airport. For
meeting times, specific locations, and contact information,
go to https://sdwg.cap.gov/command/squadrons
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